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Silversands GRENADA
Think of beautiful beachy Grenada and cutting-edge design might not be the first thing that springs to mind. But now there’s a real architectural superstar in town. The newly opened Silversands is like nowhere else on the island. Traditional carribean resorts have been turned out the window and chic monochromatic interiors ushered in (think shades of pure white marble and light wooden floors). Making it perfect for design-conscious couples who still want a beach ‘moonee. The 43 rooms and suites, plus one whopping penthouse, overlook Grenada’s famed Grand Anse beach, with its glassy waters fringed with islands of tropical fish. Rooms are smart and soothing, peppered with contemporary art, and built from timber. The penthouse, with its own plunge pool, offers unobstructed views of the Caribbean Sea.

THE LUXE TOUCH
You’re not isolated from real Grenada here. Just a 10-minute stroll along the beach, you’ll find a local spice market and a thong of bars and restaurants, including a small wharf with a selection of 10 taking a bateau (boat) across to the nearby islands.

Anantara Quy Nhon Villas VIETNAM
For barefoot beach goers in search of a secluded slice of paradise, Anantara’s newest addition – a super-luxe all-villa property on an under-the-radar stretch of Vietnamese coastline – should do the trick.

Surrounded by mountains on three sides and overlooking the glittering Bay of Quy Nhon, the 26 villas are scattered along a shell-splashed private beach. Each comes with its own floating fringed pool and dedicated butler (on hand to bring you Vietnamese iced coffee as you lounge in the sun), as well as a well-stocked wine fridge and delicatessen filled with delicious cheese and charcuterie. After an exhilarating morning taking a Viet Vo Dao martial arts class on the beach with charismatic trainer Mr. Phúc, head straight for your whisking great bathtubs, furnished with Eclips products and with secluded views over the ocean, it’s the ideal spot to unwind with a glass of wine (well, why do you have a fridge full of the stuff)? When stomachs start to rumble, roll across to Sea Fox Salt, where the fresh-as-it-gets catch of the day can be served up on salt bricks with creamy truffle mash and local vegetables. But if it’s privacy you want, ask your butler to arrange a BBQ at your villa and you’ll be tucked into fresh seared prawns and raising a glass of Champagne to the trip of a lifetime, as the setting sun sinks down to the horizon.

THE LUXE TOUCH
You’re in the perfect location to scout out this undiscovered part of central Vietnam. The Quy Nhon Explorer Experience will take you to some of the local sights, including the Ben Thanh Market and the impressive Than Hau Pagoda.

GO A One-Bed Pool Villa costs from £262 per night, B&B; anantara.com